Don’t
Be The
Person
Who….

Is orange from tanning in the winter

Date
Date Night!
Night!
Thinking about dinner and a movie for date night again? Well, scratch that.
Ames has plenty of awesome ways to spend time with your S.O. without
breaking the bank. Whether you’ve been dating for years or it’s your first time
out together, these killer ideas will re-energize your love life.
A night out with your friends on
Welch is an essential part of your
weekend lineup, but skip the bars if
you’re trying to get to know your date better.
Here’s why: you won’t be able to hear each
other very well, you’ll likely run into too many
people you know, and yes, you could end up
embarrassing yourself by getting drunk off
your ass. If you want to go out together, opt for
a quieter bar on Main Street or a house party
where you’re more likely to get a few minutes
to sneak away and chat.

Bowling is an inexpensive, fun winter
activity for a group of friends, but the
setup doesn’t work well for dates.
While you are taking your turn, your date sits
there and watches you and vice versa, leaving
little time to talk. Instead, if you’re looking to
do something active during the cold months,
go ice skating together at the Ames/ISU Ice
Arena. It’s the perfect excuse to lean in a little
closer to each other or hold hands. You and
your date can rent skates and hit the ice for
less than $20!

Dinner and a movie is the go-to
date for everyone, and for good
reason: it’s super easy and relaxing.
However, this date can get old quickly and
be pretty pricey, especially on a college
student’s budget. Instead, stay in, make
dinner together and rent a movie. Decide on
a recipe a few days before (might I suggest
one from ThugKitchen.com or the Ethos Fall
2013 issue) and go shopping for the supplies
together. Save some cash on the movie by
renting from RedBox or browsing the $1 rental
section at Family Video. If you really want to
save, check one out from Parks Library for
free. If you’d rather go out, don’t forget SUB
shows a new movie in Carver every Thursday
through Sunday and it’s completely free with
your student I.D.

Downtown Ames is filled with
unique, locally owned shops,
including The Cupcake Emporium,
which was featured on the Food Network’s
“Cupcake Wars.” They offer 100 flavors,
featuring nine to thirteen rotating daily.
Choose from one of the flavors and enjoy a
freshly baked cupcake with your date. Then
turn the corner and head down the stairs to
The Vinyl Cafe, a locally owned coffee shop
and record store. You can thumb through the
huge collection of new and old vinyl together.
Even if you neither one of you owns a record
player, you can grab a cup of coffee or tea and
chat in the relaxed atmosphere.
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Smells/has bad breath
Wears heels or sandals in icy weather
Gets everybody else sick…
stay home
Fishes for compliments
Dances on other people’s
furniture—That’s just not safe
Brings ten of your friends to a
party when only you were invited
Is too drunk to function… know
your limits
Keeps Christmas décor up in 2014
Brags about your spring break destination
Walks out in front of cars and
busses when it’s dark or icy
Mimics romantic movie scenes on
Valentines Day
Whines about being single on
Valentines Day
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